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Learn all the essential stitches and skills you need to master the colorful art of plastic lacing. 17

simple but fun projects are provided for making zipper pulls, key chains, bracelets, decorations and

more, using both 4-strand and 6-strand lacing techniques. Every braid is clearly illustrated, so

instructions are a cinch to follow.
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Scoubidou is the Craft for You!   Whether you call it gimp, lanyard, scoubidou, or boondoggle, you

can weave and knot vinyl craft lace to create lots of nifty toys and trinketsÃ¢â‚¬â€•once you know

how! Plastic Lace Crafts for Beginners is the perfect way to get started in this easy-to-learn craft.

This book will teach you all of the essential stitches and skills you need to master the colorful art of

plastic lacing.   17 simple but fun projects are provided for making cool zipper pulls, key chains,

bracelets, decorations and more. Every braid is clearly illustrated, so instructions are a cinch to

follow. You'll discover how to weave imaginative columns, fishtails, ankhs, hearts, and free flow

designs, and use fun accents like beads and pom-poms.   Begin by learning the fundamental

4-strand technique, then move on to the 6-strand technique and more complicated designs. Soon

you'll be hunting for more projects, or making up your own as a craft-lacing expert. Time to get

crafting!   Inside you'll find:   17 fun projects for zipper pulls, key chains and bracelets  Essential

skills for stitching, braiding and knotting  Both 4-strand and 6-strand techniques  Imaginative

designs for columns, fishtails, ankhs, hearts & more  Easy-to-follow weaving diagrams and colorful

photos of finished projects



Phyllis Damon began her career teaching weaving and supplying craft materials in educational

settings.David Kominz, a retired NIH medical researcher, joined forces with Phyllis in the creation

and publication of craft books.Together with master designer of plastic lacing, David Hall, they

turned out three plastic lacing books.Their goal has been to help kids have fun and develop

creativity through basic craft skills.

This book is really helpful for beginners and my 10 year old loves this! She uses it everyday with her

gimp to make cute things!!! I highly recommend this book for beginner gimpers :)

Bought this book and lanyards for a family vacation with niece and nephews ranging from 8 to 14. It

had cute lanyard designs but the kiddos could not interpret the directions and illustrations and

needed adults to help translate. Even the adults had a hard time.

I'm in the Big Brother Big Sister program. I bought this for my Little Sister. She loves it. Great activity

to bond over.

Looked through it before I wrapped it as a gift and I learned some things I didn't know

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€š Instructions seemed easy and hopefully niece will enjoy it

This book is very small. It is only 18 pages. I just don't think it was worth the money.

Perfect just what I was looking for

Bought for my sons and they really liked all the different ways to make lanyards.

Bought for 2 10 year olds and they loved it
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